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ABSTRACT 
 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) systems often rely on physics-based models for interpreting data and 
sending alerts when preventive interventions are required. In the context of large-scale civil structures, building 
unbiased physics-based models is a resource-demanding challenge. Alternative signal processing techniques 
have been developed for identifying anomalies using SHM data without relying on complex physics-based 
models. Aspects limiting the widespread use of these interpretation methods are related to (1) extending the 
scope of data-interpretation techniques for the detection of anomalies occurring gradually over long periods, (2) 
handling missing data and outliers, (3) identifying trade-offs between anomaly detection capacity and false-
alarm rate. This paper presents a data-driven probabilistic framework for detecting anomalies in structural 
behavior. Here, anomalies do not necessarily refer to discrete damage events but more generally to any gradual 
deterioration or malfunction either in the structure or in the monitoring system. The methodology is formulated 
as a dynamic Bayesian network providing a real-time assessment as well as forecasts of the probability that a 
structure is and will be in an abnormal state. The recursive assessment compares the predictions of an empirical 
model, built during a training period, with measured structural responses. This methodology is intended to 
support the planning of preventive inspections and interventions for civil infrastructure. Application of the 
methodology to data recorded on the Tamar Bridge (UK) shows that the approach is robust with respect to false 
alarms and that it can successfully forecast anomalies. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
In the field of structural health monitoring (SHM), a common approach is to rely on physics-based models for 
inferring the properties of structures based on their measured behavior. Despite the large potential of this 
approach, practical applications remain rare because of difficulties in constructing unbiased models. In most 
situations, users have no choice but to use simplified models with potentially large biases. Alternative 
approaches have explored the damage detection capacity of data-driven interpretation methodologies (Kromanis 
and Kripakaran 2013; Laory et al. 2011; Posenato et al. 2008; Worden and Manson 2007; Ying et al. 2012). 
These approaches use regression techniques to compare observed structural responses with behavior predicted 
using empirical models; they also track changes in correlations between recordings obtained from multiple 
sensors.  
 
The widespread use of SHM is limited by several data-interpretation challenges. For instance, most current 
approaches are formulated for detection of sudden damage in structures. In the civil engineering context, sudden 
damage is a low-probability event. When these low-probability events also have a low probability of being 
detected, it is difficult to find an economical justification for such SHM-based detection systems. It is of interest, 
therefore, to broaden the scope of data-interpretation techniques for the detection of anomalies occurring 
gradually over long periods. Here, anomalies include structural damage, but also events such as degradation, 
overloading, and sensor malfunctions. This implies having a methodology capable of identifying sudden 
changes in the behavior as well as gradual changes that could occur over a relatively long period of time, e.g., 
several years. In addition to extending the scope of SHM, guidance is required in determining the urgency of 
performing interventions. Another challenge lies in the limited reliability of monitoring systems, which often 
leads to large numbers of missing data and outliers. Ideally, an anomaly-detection system should be resilient to 



 

 

missing data and should provide guidance related to the urgency of repairs in case of hardware malfunction. A 
further challenge in SHM is the necessity to avoid false alarms, which could jeopardize its effectiveness. For 
that, it is required to identify an optimal tradeoff between the anomaly detection capacity and the false alarm 
rate.  In the context of these challenges, we note that the human reasoning is good at identifying patterns and at 
making decisions under incomplete information. For instance, an engineer looking at long-term recordings of 
structural responses is likely to be able to identify anomalies. The constraint of human reasoning is its limited 
ability to process large amounts of data in near real time. Therefore, what is needed is a framework that mimics 
the engineer’s reasoning and that is applicable to the large data sets encountered in SHM.      
 
This paper addresses some of the above identified challenges by providing a probabilistic framework for 
detecting anomalies in structural response. The methodology is formulated as a dynamic Bayesian network 
providing a real-time assessment as well as forecasts of the probability that the structure is in an abnormal state. 
The latter probability is recursively updated by comparing the predictions from an empirical model with 
structural response measurements. The probabilistic framework builds on the theory of recursive Bayesian 
estimation (Diard et al. 2003), Bayesian networks (Pearl 1988; Straub and Der Kiureghian 2010) and state 
estimation using Kalman filters (Simon 2006). The paper comprises two parts; the first part presents the 
probabilistic framework, the second illustrates its potential with an example application. 
 
METHDOLOGY 
 
This section presents the methodology for detecting anomalies based on comparison of predictions from 
empirical models with structural response measurements. The anomaly detection methodology is formulated as 
a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) as presented in Figure 1a). The superposed dot and double dots represent 
the first and second derivatives of variables, the superposed hat denotes observations, the superposed tilde 
denotes predicted and nominal values, double-lined links correspond to recursive relations over each of the  
time slices, and color-filled nodes correspond to observable variables. In this DBN defined over time-slices = 1,… , ,  corresponds to the physical state of the structure, ∈ normal, ¬normal  corresponds to the 
nominal state, and = [ , , … , , ] is the structural performance defined as the difference between the 
structural responses = [ , , … , , ]  and the predicted responses = [ , , … , , ]  obtained from an 
empirical model. Note that the recursive link pointing at  represents the autocorrelation in the prediction 
errors.  = [ , , … , , ] are the external effects acting on the structure and = [ , , … , , ] represents a 
transformed set of uncorrelated random variables obtained from the external effects . Finally, =[ , , … , , ] are time parameters such as day of the year (1-365), day of the week (1-7) and hour of the day (0-
23).  

 

 
Figure 1. Dynamic Bayesian network representing the anomaly detection framework a) presents the complete 
Bayesian network; b) condensed DBN using object-oriented Bayesian network (OBBN). Circles represent 
random variables; single-line links correspond to causal relations; double-line links represent recursive relations. 
Single-line nodes are discrete random variables; double-line nodes are continuous random variables; color-filled 
nodes correspond to observable variables; white-filled nodes correspond to unobserved variables. Gray links 
represent connections where information is missing to build conditional probabilities. 



 

 

 
Typically  contains variables associated with the condition of the structure, such as its physical properties, or 
damage or degradation state. For large civil structures, the conditional probabilities ( | , )  are often 
difficult to assess. Moreover, when no experimental data is available to quantify the model uncertainty, this 
conditional probability may not convey a significant amount of information. For example, the conditional 
probabilities of a measurement outcome can be similar for several different states of the structure. In Figure 1a), 
gray links represent connections where, in full-scale studies, information is typically missing for building 
informative conditional probabilities. Assessing the conditional probabilities ( | )  is also challenging 
because initial conditions  are often unknown and because of the high level of uncertainty associated with 
long-term degradation models. In order to overcome these difficulties, a variable describing the nominal state 	is introduced.  contains no information about the physical state of the structure; it only qualifies the nominal 
state as normal or abnormal in comparison with what was observed during a training period when the nominal 
state is deemed as normal. For full-scale applications, knowledge is often unavailable for defining the 
conditional relationship between  and	 .  
 
When probabilities conditional on  cannot be defined because of lack of knowledge, the node describing the 
physical state of the structure can be discarded. Figure 1b) shows an equivalent condensed version of the DBN, 
where the observed structural performance  is represented by an independent object-oriented Bayesian 
network (OOBN) with only the input (colored) and output (white) nodes indicated. In order to simplify the 
notation, we assume  is implicitly conditioned on observations  and  so that the domain of the Bayesian 
network repeated for  time slices is  : = : , : , :       (1) 
where : = : , : , : . The following subsections present the formulation of the conditional 
probabilities describing the nominal state model , the dynamic model of the structural performance 
evolution over time ( | ) , the observation model , and the autocorrelation model for 
measurement errors . 
 
The Nominal State and Performance Monitoring 
 
We construct the conditional probability  using the joint probability density function (PDF) of , ( , , … , , ), where  denotes the number of measured responses. This PDF is defined according to the 
observation ( ) and prediction ( ) errors evaluated during the initial training period (0, … , ), which is 
considered the normal state of the structure. Assuming  has a unimodal symmetric -dimesional joint PDF, 
we employ the model = normal = ( , ,…, , )( [ , : ],…, [ , : ])   (2) 

and = ¬normal = 1 − = normal    (3) 
Here, ( [ , : ], … , [ , : ]) is used as a scaling constant and [	] denotes the expected value. It should 
be clear that = normal = [ , : , … , [ , : ]] = 1  and that = normal  decreases as | − [ ]|, ∀ = 1,… ,  increases. Thus, the probability of normal state decreases with increasing deviation 
of  from its mean value. 
 
Linear Dynamic Model of Structural Performance 
 
Anomalies in structures are usually time-dependent processes that can be described by a dynamical model. Here, 
the framework uses a linear dynamical model characterized by  and its first two derivatives,  and , so 
that  = + + /2 + ,  = + + ,     (4) = + , . 

 
 In a matrix form,  = +       (5) 
where the transition model matrix is 



 

 

= 1 /20 10 0 1      (6) 

 
and = , , , , ,  is a vector of random variables representing the discretization errors, i.e. the effect 
of a change in the acceleration during a time interval	 .  must be sufficiently small so that it is reasonable to 
assume that during the time interval the error in the acceleration scales linearly. Given , , it is possible to 
compute ,  and ,  as 
 , = ,      (7) 

, = ,      (8) 

 
The uncertainty of the linear dynamic model ,  must be evaluated empirically using data recorded during a 
training period when the structure is in the normal state. Note that if the frequency of data acquisition is high (i.e. → 0), the transition model is accurate and its importance is high compared with the observations. If the 
frequency of data acquisition is low, the importance of the transition model diminishes compared with the 
observations because long-term prediction uncertainties are high compared with observation uncertainties. 
 
Structural Performance Measurements  
 	are obtained from the subtraction of the structural responses  and the predictions of empirical models . 
Several techniques exist to create empirical models. Examples include linear regression, random forest (Liaw 
and Wiener 2002), support vector machines (Vandewalle 1999), neural networks (Adeli 2001), multivariate 
adaptive regression splines (Friedman 1991) and Kriging estimates (Simpson et al. 2001). Even though the 
choice of the particular methodology can depend on the context, all methods have the form = + ,      (9) 
Here, outputs of the empirical model (∙) are structural responses and inputs  are external effects acting on 
the structure, such as temperature, solar radiation, wind, humidity, loading, etc. This relationship is used for 
defining the conditional probability .  ,  is the prediction error of the empirical model described by 
its joint PDF , ( , , , … , , , ). Note that autocorrelation in prediction errors is likely to be present over short 

time intervals. This autocorrelation is represented by  , = , +     (10) 
where ∼ (0, ). When building an empirical model from multiple external effects, raw data should be 
transformed in a new set of independent variables. This task can be accomplished using techniques such as 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe 1986). This technique transforms a set of correlated external 
effects  into a new set of uncorrelated variables . Empirical models are built using observations of  
obtained during the training period when  and  are simultaneously monitored. The training period of 
empirical models should consist in a minimum of one year of data in order to capture the seasonal effects acting 
on large-scale structures. When some external effects influencing the structural responses are unknown or 
cannot be recorded, autoregressive models can be used to reduce the autocorrelation in the predictions of 
empirical models. 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, one challenge in SHM is the limited reliability of monitoring systems 
potentially leading to a large number of missing data and outliers. One alternative consists in using empirical 
models for predicting external effects conditioned on the time parameters , such as hour of the day, day of the 
week, and day of the year. The empirical model  = ℎ( ) +      (11) 
is able to provide information to the anomaly detection system even if one or several sensors monitoring 
external effects are nonoperational. Over short time periods, missing data have little impact because of the 
knowledge carried by the dynamic model of the structural performance. Over mid-term, missing data will 
reduce the diagnostic precision because the error associated with this empirical model  is usually larger than 
the measurement error . Notwithstanding the eventual loss of precision in the diagnosis, missing data for 
external effects do not impair the operation of the anomaly detection system. When structural response 
measurements  are missing,  is only updated using the prior knowledge of  defined by the PDF , … , . Again, in short-term, it has little impact because of the information carried by the dynamic 
model. Over mid-term, missing structural responses decrease the diagnostic precision, ultimately reaching a 



 

 

complete lack of information, i.e. = normal : = = ¬normal : = 0.5 . In the dynamic 
Bayesian network the structural performance observations are modeled as,  = + ,       (12) 
where  is a matrix indicating which components of  are observed, and the autocorrelation process is , = , +      (13) ∼ (0, , )      (14) 
 
Anomaly Detection Using Structural Performance Forecast 
 
The anomaly detection system takes advantage of the dynamic model of structural performance to forecast  = normal :  over short and mid-term. For any step ∈ , because the measurements are not yet 
available, , … , 	are defined using the prior knowledge only. Forecasts about the nominal state 
provide a head start for taking decisions related to performing urgent or preventive actions on structures. Figure 
2a) presents an example where  is forecasted beyond the current time slice conditional on past observations 
and on the prior knowledge of future states.  
 

 
Figure 2. Examples of structural performance and forecast of nominal state a) forecast of  and b) forecasts 
of = normal :  
 
In Figure 2(a), the confidence interval (dotted line) of the forecast (dashed line) depicts the degradation over 
time of the forecast accuracy. In this example, beyond several weeks, forecasts provide no more information 
than what is conveyed by the prior knowledge and the dynamic model. The prior knowledge of , … ,  
is defined such that, when combining the information obtained from the prior knowledge of  and the dynamic 
model ( | ), = normal : = = ¬normal : = 0.5. Having equal probabilities 
for the normal and abnormal states correspond to a lack of information about the state .  
 
Figure 2(b) shows examples of nominal state forecasts where the horizontal axis (log scale) is the forecast time 

 and the vertical axis is the conditional probability of being in an abnormal state. One of the examples in 
Figure 2(b) (solid curve) presents a nominal state forecast where the probability of having an anomaly is low at 
the present time but it sharply increases for the near future. The second example (dashed curve) shows a 
situation where the structure is and remains in a normal state. For short-term forecasts ( 1 week), the dynamic 
model of  leads to accurate information about the safety state. For forecasts between one week to two months, 
the amount of information conveyed by the dynamic model decreases leading ultimately to an absence of 
information about the future state. 
 
Computation of Conditional Probabilities 
 



 

 

When uncertainties involved in this framework are Gaussian, the mean vector | :  and covariance matrix 
 can be computed analytically using Kalman filters. The autocorrelation in the measurement errors is handled 

by the measurement differencing approach (Bryson and Henrikson 1968; Simon 2006), where an auxiliary 
signal is defined as = + ,     (15a) , = +      (15b) = −      (15c) 
The notation used for the measurement differencing approach is [ ] = | :  and [ ] =| :  and the equations for state estimation are (see Simon 2006 for more details), [ ] = [ ] + , − [ ]     (16a) [ ] = [ ] + , − [ ]     (16b) = ( + )     (16c) 	= 	 +      (16d)	=       (16e) = ( + )     (16f) = ( − ) ( − ) +     (16g) = + − − −    (16h) 
When random variables involved in the DBN are not Gaussian, other numerical techniques such as particle 
filters can be used (Van Der Merwe et al. 2001). Other probabilities in the DBN can be evaluated using 
analytical and numerical computations depending on what is most suited given the probability distribution of 
random variables. 
 
EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
 
The potential of the anomaly detection methodology is illustrated using data recorded on the Tamar Bridge, UK. 
Since 2007, natural frequencies as well as external effects including temperature and traffic load for this bridge 
are monitored. Averaged values for each quantity are computed every half hour. Details of the monitoring 
system and data-processing were presented by Koo et al. (2012) and Cross et al. (2012)  For this case-study, the 
first vertical bending and first torsional mode are the only structural responses utilized. The variability 
associated with frequency calculations is assumed to have a mean of 0 and a coefficient of variation (COV) 
equal to 0.0025. The COV value represents an upper bound obtained by observing the variability of frequencies 
over short time-periods. The external effects considered are the averaged traffic-load computed hourly from a 
toll booth, and three temperature measurements located on one of the cables, on the deck, and on the steel truss 
supporting the deck.  
Figure 3 shows the evolution over time of the two natural frequencies considered. Note that missing data are left 
blank. The seasonal influence of external effects is most perceptible for the second frequency. The first 
frequency is affected by a large number of outliers that are displaying a variability several times larger than 
normal values. In order to perform well, an anomaly detection methodology should not be sensitive to these 
large outliers. 

 
Figure 3. Two natural frequencies computed from the measured structural responses. Large outliers are 

identified for Frequency #1. 



 

 

 
Figure 4 presents missing data-points for the external effects and for natural frequencies. Note that in addition to 
the large interruptions in the data reported in Figure 3, frequencies have an important number of short-term 
missing data. Overall, there is at least one missing data point in 71% of the time slices. Given the high frequency 
of short and long-term interruptions in data acquisition, it is necessary to avoid being blindfolded every time the 
monitoring system has problems. 

 
Figure 4. Missing data points. Overall there is at least one missing data point in 71% of the time slice. 

 
An empirical model is created for each external effect using a Neural network. These models are used to define 
the prior knowledge for external effects. Neural networks, each comprising 10 hidden layers, are trained using 
the MATLAB neural network toolbox (Demuth and Beale 1992). Each empirical model is built and tested using 
the equivalent of one year of data where 70% of the time-series are used for training and 30% are used to 
compute the covariance matrix of prediction errors. Because of missing data, the training period covers the 
period between August 2007 until October 2009. For temperatures, the empirical model takes as input the day of 
the year (1-365) and the hour of the day (0-23). For the traffic load, the day of the week (1-7) is considered in 
addition to the day of the year and the hour of the day. Because there are strong dependencies between the three 
temperatures, a Principal component analysis is used to transform the four external effects into two independent 
variables that are used as inputs for the empirical model of the structure natural frequencies. For each time slice, [ | : ], [ : , : , : , and the corresponding covariance matrixes are computed, using Monte 
Carlo integration (10,000 samples). Based on observations made during the training period, the standard 
deviations of  for the first and second frequencies are 0.0019 and 0.0043Hz, and the correlation coefficient 
between  and 	is 0.04. The parameter defining the autocorrelation is estimated to be = 0.8. The standard 
deviation of the linear dynamic model error ( ) is defined as 5.6 10 ∙ Hz/sec2. This value was 
determined to obtain a good compromise between short and long-term prediction ability. 
 
Case I: No anomaly 
 
In a first case, the probability that the structure is in an abnormal state is studied using the raw dataset where 
there is no anomaly on the structure. Figure 5 presents the probability of being in an abnormal state for each 
time slice. Except for long periods where data is missing, the data provide evidences that the structure is in a 
normal state. Missing data over short periods (<1 week) has a negligible effect on the anomaly forecast. 
However, if the period where data is missing extends over several months, the information carried by the 
dynamic model of the system performance vanishes, i.e. = ¬normal :  tends to 0.5 (i.e. lack of 
knowledge). Note that the large outliers identified in Figure 3 are not prone to trigger false alarms.  
 

 
Figure 5. Probability that the structure is in an abnormal state when there is no anomaly in the structure. 

 
Figure 6 present the forecasts computed for 50 time slices equally spaced over the entire data set. Each line 
represents the forecasts made at a particular time slice where the time on the horizontal axis is on a log-scale. 
Over the entire period, most short-term forecasts indicate a low probability of being in an abnormal state. When 
data is missing over extended periods, the forecasts become a horizontal line (=0.50) representing the absence of 
knowledge at the current time-slice and for future ones. Over the entire data set, = ¬normal :0.70, indicating that no anomaly is foreseen for any current or future time slice. 



 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Forecasts of the probability that the structure is in an abnormal state when there is no anomaly on the 
structure (Each line corresponds to the forecasts made at a given time slice. A total of 50 uniformly spaced time 

slices are presented.) 
 
Case II: Simulated anomaly 
 
In a second case, the probability that the structure is in an abnormal state is studied when a change of frequency 
of −0.005Hz over one year is added to the first frequency of the structure. Figure 7 presents the simulated effect 
of the anomaly on the first frequency. The points in time where the anomaly is initiated and when it is detected 
are indicated in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. Simulated effect of the anomaly on the first frequency 

 
Figure 8 presents the time history of the first natural frequency where the simulated effect of the anomaly is 
added on the real data. Note that the effect of the anomaly is small in relation to the daily and seasonal 
variability of the frequency. 

 
Figure 8. Time history of the first natural frequency where the effect of an anomaly is simulated 

 
Figure 9 presents the probability of the structure being in an abnormal state for each time slice. High values of 
the probability = ¬normal :  are indicative of the occurrence of anomaly in the structure. Note that 
when data is missing over extended periods of time, = ¬normal :  tends to 0.5, indicating an absence 
of knowledge. 

 
Figure 9. Probability that the structure is in an abnormal state where the effect of an anomaly is simulated 

 
In Figures 7-9, the time when the anomaly is detected corresponds to the first time slice when the = ¬normal : 0.80 for any value of . Figure 10 presents the forecasts made at several time 
slices after the initiation of the anomaly. The bold line represents the forecast made for the time-slice when the 
anomaly is deemed as detected. 181 days after the initiation of the anomaly, = ¬normal : 0.5; 
however, the dynamic model of the structural performance foresees that the probability of not being in an 



 

 

abnormal state will increase to above 0.80 within the next three months. This allows detecting the anomaly six 
months before it reaches its maximal value (see Figure 7).  When comparing Figures 6 and 10, there is a marked 
difference in the forecasts made for the raw dataset and for the dataset where a simulated anomaly is added. 
 

 
Figure 10. Forecast of the probability that the structure is in an abnormal state where the effect of an anomaly is 

simulated (The bold line represents the forecasts for the time slice when the anomaly is deemed as detected.) 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 
The main limitation of the method presented in this paper is the lack of a systematic approach for calibrating the 
value of = ¬normal :  for which an alarm is triggered. Such a calibration approach should adjust 
the parameters involved in the DBN in order to obtain an optimal tradeoff between anomaly detectability and 
false alarm rate. Further studies are also required for characterizing what anomaly can be detected given the type 
of structure and monitoring system. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The methodology proposed for detecting anomalies using monitoring data and dynamic Bayesian networks is (1) 
able to forecast the occurrence of anomalies, (2) can handle large outliers as well as large number of missing 
data, and (3) is compatible with autocorrelated observation errors. Missing data over short period (<1 week) has 
a negligible effect on the anomaly forecast. The application of the methodology on the data recorded on the 
Tamar Bridge (UK) confirmed that the approach is robust with respect to false alarms and that it is able to 
forecast anomalies.  
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